
 

UPCOMING  
BEYOND STEM CELLS™ 

SEMINAR DATES 

TUES JAN 3RD     6PM 
TUES JAN 10TH   NOON 
TUES JAN 17TH   NOON 
MON JAN 23RD  6PM 

 

 

January 2023 – Happy New Year! 
Return to Health “Care” 

 

 

Discover the Fraum Center’s Healthcare Advocacy Program To Get Well and 
Live Well 
 
Especially in a fast-growing area like Bluffton, Hilton Head, and beyond, 
access to quality healthcare growing more and more limited, especially 
when you put the emphasis on the cause of health, rather than treating 
disease. This equation comes down to three primary areas: access, 
individual attention, and a plan for preventative and restorative care that 
can transform the life you want to live.  
 
A worldwide initiative, the Global Health Advocate program organically 
grew at the Fraum Center for Restorative health, as a regenerative arm of 
the integrated health program. As Fraum’s Global Healthcare Advocate Dr. 
Heather Hinshelwood, “Dr. H.” invests individual attention in an approach 
to “formulate a proactive, planned, and guided approach to achieving 
optimum health and vitality for you to live the life you love by living 
younger, longer.” 
 
At the Fraum Center for Restorative Health, it is imperative that each patient 
is treated as an individual and given the time and access they need. Rather 
than masking symptoms or overmedicating, each case is treated 
restoratively, addressing the root cause of their problem. 
 
The team of doctors and medical professionals at Fraum know the current 
US healthcare system is focused on disease rather than the cause of optimal 
health. At Fraum, the concentration is on adding health, allowing you to live 
the quality of life you desire, accumulating vitality rather than being in a 
constant state of decline. The Global Healthcare Advocacy approach 
positions the practice’s professionals to get back to the origin of the 
definition of health “care” – what it was meant to be – and allows our 
patients to take care of their wellbeing and take control of being well. 
 
 
Live the life you love, 
 

 

 

 
  

 
 
 

SCAN THIS QR CODE WITH YOUR 
PHONE TO BOOK YOUR 
APPOINTMENT TODAY

 
 

#FRAUMTEAM 
Meet Dalton, our awesome 

Restorative Therapies Assistant! Be 
sure to say hello at your next 

appointment! 

 

 READ MORE 


